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My name is Michael Luther, and I am a 30-year-old Connecticut resident, currently serving a 20- 
year prison sentence. As a person who has been incarcerated since age 15 for sexually related 
offenses, and as someone who proactively advocates and writes from behind bars about 
related subjects, I wish to share some of my thoughts and suggestions to the Sentencing 
Commission and Legislature in anticipation of proposed reforms in the coming years. 
 
First and foremost, I would like to thank the Commission and members of the subcommittees 
for their work thus far on this study, as I fully appreciate how discomforting these subjects must 
be to explore. Stories and opinions from both victims of abuse and from offenders and their 
families must be poignant and compelling, leaving clear impressions how abuse affects 
everyone involved. I commend state officials for their willingness to remain objective during 
what must be a difficult process. And I am hopeful their comprehensive recommendations will 
point our state in the direction of evidence-based and humane policy reforms, which respect 
the dignity and trust of citizens and families on each side of these issues. 
 
I also want to thank Connecticut for One Standard of Justice, Inc. and other proactive members 
of the community for their compassion and dedication evidenced by their growing advocacy for 
registered citizens (sex offenders) and their families, who would otherwise remain voiceless in 
the legislative process regarding these policies so deeply impacting their lives. 
 
Before I delve into specific reform recommendations, I will briefly summarize my perspective of 
the history and context of the national sex offender regulation industry. 
 
As the taboo subject of sexual abuse primarily began emerging from the shadows of silence and 
into the social and political consciousness in the 1980s, a movement of legislative response 
across the country soon followed. And though these issues were hardly new to human nature 
and society, comprehensive research was only beginning to take shape in modernity. This 
vacuum of accurate understandings led many early good-intentioned efforts in what many 
would later recognize as counterproductive directions. 
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A climate of genuine concern for protecting the most vulnerable members of our society soon – 
and regrettably – became overtaken and distorted by fervid hysteria derived from several high 
profile abuse cases, sensationalizing media coverage and since-debunked theories of repressed 
memories and widespread suburban satanic worship. A culture of fear swept over our nation, 
wherein election-minded politicians and self-seeking special interest groups and celebrity 
crusaders quickly hijacked and exploited the movement’s forefront. Alarmist rhetoric, myth and 
politicized talking points about sex offenders soon overshadowed –and even influenced – early 
research, thereafter blurring into commonly accepted “facts.” 
 
In the three decades which have followed, the movement has largely accrued into a massive 
profiteering industry and tool of social control disguised behind the virtuous façade of public 
safety. Departmental budgets, federal and state jobs, contracted agencies, for-profit 
companies, private registries, web sites and phone apps, and a myriad of other invested entities 
now depend upon the conservation and expansion of this industry and the myths and public 
fear propelling it. 
 
In a nation which prides itself upon individual liberty, human rights and a rejection of 
governmental oppression, we now incarcerate and register children still in grammar school, 
civilly confine inmates indefinitely beyond court-ordered sentences, use the power and tools of 
government to brand a lifetime social and economic handicap on 850,000 registered citizens, 
and even force chemical or physical castration on some of these American citizens. Quite sadly, 
these are just the highlights.  Please forgive my seemingly pessimistic and Orwellian view, but 
these are true observations readily apparent through even a basic awareness of the reality 
which lies beneath shallow public awareness of these subjects. 
 
As a society and species, our virtue is not measured at the top by the estate of those in power; 
rather, it is largely measured by how it treats those at the bottom most subject to its power. 
This rings true for victims of crime at the hands of abusers. And it rings equally true for former 
abusers at the hands of government. How power treats those lacking it most, or those it dislikes 
or fears the most, speaks volumes. 
 
After a 30-year burgeoning establishment of the sex offender regulation industry, it is time we 
re-examine this subject and the direction in which we are heading. Are our commonly held 
beliefs about sex offenders true? Do our policies reflect sound evidence, or are they mere 
overreactions to fear and frustration? Are we really any more or less safe than when this 
journey began? 
 
If the goal of this industry is to continue directing dwindling resources and revenues towards 
the perpetual punishment, disenfranchisement, and social and economic handicapping of 
registered citizens and their families, then, by all means, continue the status quo. I believe our 
nation, and especially the State of Connecticut, can no longer economically or socially afford 
archaic, ineffective and counterproductive policies. It would behoove us to step out of the Dark 
Ages and onto the forefront of evidence-based, humane and economically responsible reforms. 
As mounting research, court challenges and reforms across the nation continue to swing the  
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heavy pendulum of this movement back towards sanity, it would be wise to get ahead of it 
before we are pushed. Let’s support reforms which better balance justice and redemption.         
 

Myth vs. Fact 
 

Myth: Most convicted sex offenders will go on to commit another sex crime. 
Fact:   The Department of Justice and most national studies report a sexual re-offense rate of 

5% or less. In Connecticut, a 2012 study by the Office of Policy and Management (OPM) 
reported a rate of 2.7%. 

 
Myth: The Sex Offender Registry and residency restrictions prevent sex crimes. 
Fact: There is no credible data to suggest this effect. On the other hand, many experts 

suggest these barriers only exacerbate underlying risk factors. 
 
Myth: Only adults commit sex offenses. 
Fact: The Center for Sex Offender Management reports that up to one-half of cases of child 

molestation and up to one-fifth of all rapes each year are committed by juveniles. In 
Connecticut, the OPM reported one-fourth of sex offenders released from state prisons 
were between 10 and 19 years old at time of first arrest for a sex offense. The peak age 
group for “statutory” sexual assault and crimes against children was 15 to 19. 

 
Myth: Connecticut children charged with sex offenses are tried in juvenile courts. 
Fact: Our state charges children 14 years and older as adults for the majority of sex crimes, 

subjecting them to adult mandatory minimum sentencing and registration. This includes 
cases of dating or sexual play among peers where there is a difference in age greater 
than two or three years. 

 
Below are just a few of many areas I believe are in desperate need of reform here in 
Connecticut. Some of these are complex subjects I would like to expand upon but have 
simplified and summarized for the purpose of this testimony.   
 

Inmate Classification and Re-Entry 

 Connecticut inmates possessing any history of a sexually related offense, no matter how 
old, are categorically denied access to most risk-reducing re-entry programs and 
opportunities the Department of Correction (DOC) normally offers. These include but are 
not limited to: Various institutional programs and assignments; level 2 security facilities; 
Second Chance Society’s Willard Cybulski Re-integration Center; half-way house placement; 
Transitional Supervision and residential program placement. 
 
The Inmate Classification System does include a policy to review and approve such inmates 
on an individual basis; however, examples are virtually anomalous. (In 2005, only 6 out of 
746 released inmates with a sex offense history were released to a half-way house or on 
Transitional Supervision.) Pertinent staff have informed me they are completely unaware a 
policy permitting this even exists. It is common belief among inmates and staff that a sex 
offense history means total and indefinite exclusion. 
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To suggest denying these opportunities to such inmates in any way serves legitimate 
security purposes is illogical. Sex offenders are generally the least violent and lowest 
recidivating inmates.  Meanwhile, violent offenders, including those with a history of 
murder, domestic violence and restraining orders are routinely eligible for most of the 
above opportunities. 
 
Because only 14% of parole-eligible inmates with a sex offense history are granted parole,  
most (79% of total eligible and non-eligible) will discharge at end of sentence, including to 
homeless shelters, already ill-equipped and under-resourced. It is deplorable and 
irresponsible that official departmental policy and practice only exacerbates this issue by 
creating intentional barriers to re-entry. 
 
DOC should permit inmates with sex offense histories obtainable access to these risk-
reducing re-entry opportunities to more accurately reflect the department’s mission and 
vision statements, as well as reduce the inmate population and cost to taxpayers. 
 

Discretionary Parole and Special Parole 

 Reduce alarming re-incarceration rates for non-criminal technical violations by ending 
discriminatory policy excluding SMU parolees* from the Incremental Sanctions point 
system. The point system was developed to manage parolee behavior through community-
based incremental responses for most technical violations, reserving re-incarceration only 
as a last resort. Parole officers are encouraged to utilize the least restrictive measure of 
intervention necessary to achieve the goals of supervision and successful re-integration. 
However, SMU parolees are specifically excluded from this system, resulting in higher re-
incarceration rates for the same technical violations. As re-incarceration is a very disruptive 
and expensive process, SMU parolees should be afforded the same access to the point 
system as other parolees. This would save taxpayer dollars and better support successful re-
integration. 
 

 End discriminatory policy excluding SMU parolees from the standard “Time Out” program as 
alternative to re-incarceration for technical substance abuse violations. Instead of spending 
as little as 30 days at a designated treatment unit at the Carl Robinson facility and 
undergoing substance abuse treatment like other parolees, SMU parolees are sent directly 
back to a level 3 or 4 prison for up to one year for violation, with no or limited access to 
substance abuse treatment. This is expensive, counterproductive and unnecessary. 

 

 Create more, much needed transitional housing beds for SMU discretionary parolees, as 
special parolees always possessing priority has created gridlock in the prison system, where 
most granted discretionary parole and awaiting housing never move up on waiting lists and 
end up discharging at end of sentence. Creating more of such transitional housing would 
save taxpayer dollars and further reduce the prison population by simply permitting 
individuals who were granted parole to actually leave on parole. 

 
*SMU parolee: Discretionary or special parolee supervised by Parole’s Special Management 
   Unit due to a sex offense history  
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Probation 

 Sex offenders are subject to the most numerous and oppressive stipulations and 
restrictions, in part due to common blanket, one-size-fits-all policies. Most offenders are 
subject to dozens upon dozens of restrictions regulating every facet of their public and 
private every-day existence. Most of these restrictions are automatically applied without 
regard to the individual. This practice too often places excessive, overbroad and arbitrary 
restrictions on basic liberties and privacy. This causes many offenders to feel isolated and 
detached from their families and society, aggravating underlying risk factors like 
hopelessness and frustration. Restrictions imposed by Probation and Parole should be 
cause-specific and narrowly tailored to individual risk factors. Eliminating excessive, 
overbroad and arbitrary restrictions would promote successful re-integration and 
decelerate the revolving door of technical violations, thereby reducing cost. 
 

 Since sex offenders inarguably serve the longest terms of probation (up to 35 years), and 
because risk of sexual re-offense diminishes significantly and predictably over time and with 
biological aging, create application process to terminate probation when probationer has 
remained sex offense-free and supervision is no longer necessary for community safety. 
This would save taxpayer dollars and reduce caseloads for probation officers, permitting 
them to focus on high-risk probationers.   

 
Polygraph Examinations 

 Sex offenders on parole, special parole and probation are required to submit to and pay a 
fee for routine polygraph examinations during court-ordered treatment and separately up 
to every six months as a condition of ongoing supervision, which can last for decades. They 
are compelled to disclose and are tested about very graphic and intimate details of their 
past and current sexual behaviors and thoughts, as well as about standard compliance with 
treatment and supervision. Additionally, they are routinely compelled to disclose and are 
tested about uncharged crimes, a practice increasingly struck down in other State and 
Circuit courts as being unconstitutional. 
 
Alarmingly, sex offenders are the only group subject to polygraphing and, therefore, the 
only ones subject to its consequences, intrusiveness, cost and unreliability (typically 
recognized as 13-50% unreliable, further impacted by medical conditions and examiner 
errors). 
 
Though polygraphs are not admissible in criminal court, the consequences of a failed or 
inconclusive test result can be severe: Enhanced community restrictions, making the 
offender a virtual prisoner; prolonged treatment; non-compliance discharge from 
treatment, resulting in re-incarceration; and increased suspicion from supervising officer, 
increasing the probability of technical violations and re-incarceration. Also, any criminal 
information discovered during testing is subject to being shared with law enforcement. And, 
refusal to undergo testing results in re-incarceration. Attaching these direct and indirect 
consequences and penalties to polygraphing is simply an unethical way of circumventing 
the courts and legal protections of due process. 
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Cost is also a worrying detail. Sex offenders are required to pay on a sliding scale, beginning 
at $50; however, the contracted examiner’s cost can exceed $500 per test, leaving troubling 
questions as to whether taxpayers are footing this bill. Not factoring for inflation, just one 
probationer subject to biannual tests for 35 years could exceed $35,000. Who is paying for 
this? Who is profiting?  
 
The practice of polygraphing sex offenders should be abolished completely. In the event it is 
not, testing should be administered only during the course of treatment as a therapeutic 
tool, questions be restricted to criminal convictions and offense denials, and it not be used 
as an investigative tool for law enforcement or as a penalty tool for supervising officers. Sex 
offenders should be afforded greater Fifth Amendment protections during this questionable 
process. 
 

Sex Offender Registry 

 End statutorily imposed lifetime registration, especially for first-time and juvenile offenses. 
 

 Transition to a tiered registry based on risk assessment classification in order to reflect 
actual risk to the public, not tiers based on criminal statute conviction. Rely upon an ATSA 
or CATSO professional utilizing a validated risk assessment evaluation instrument to 
determine appropriate tier level. Permit periodic classification review of tier level based on 
changes in risk factors. Place only higher-risk registrants on public online directory when 
deemed necessary for public safety. Maintain the rest on police database. This will save 
taxpayer dollars and better correlate the relationship between registration and actual public 
safety.  

 

 Permit periodic application for registry removal based on a validated risk assessment 
evaluation and review of pro-social and rehabilitative activities. To alleviate burden on the 
courts or other reviewing authority, make administrative removal automatic (absent of filed 
application) after set period of time since last criminal conviction (excluding violation of 
probation). 

 
Juveniles 

 To reflect the emerging philosophy out of our U.S. Supreme Court and criminal justice in 
areas of juvenile sentencing, permit judges greater sentencing discretion by exempting 
juveniles charged as adults from mandatory minimum sentencing. 
 

 Permit more – if not all – juvenile sex offenses to be adjudicated in juvenile courts. This 
would redirect the focus from punishment to treatment and prevention. 

 

 End statutorily imposed lifetime registration for juvenile offenses. 
 

 End public online directory registration for juvenile offenses except when deemed 
necessary to public safety. Maintain remainder of such registrants only on police database. 
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 As most risk assessment evaluation instruments, including Static-99R, are both inaccurate 
and highly discouraged in juvenile offense cases, adopt an appropriate juvenile instrument. 
Lacking this, permit professional risk level overrides when classifying risk for court 
sentencing, registration and post-release supervision. 

 

 Permit juveniles incarcerated for sex offenses to participate in Second Chance Society and 
other programs they are otherwise ineligible for due to a sex offense conviction. 

 

 Create program in public school system to educate children and teens about state sex 
offense laws they are subject to and largely unaware of. 

 
In the event I could be of further assistance to the Sentencing Commission, subcommittees, 
legislators or members of the public, I can be reached at the above address and would be happy 
to help. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 

Michael Luther 
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